SpeedTrax
Sports Sign

SpeedTrax

As an alternative to the larger Unipar
Sports Speed Sign Unipar now offer
the SpeedTrax Sports Sign, a smaller
very compact system weighing less
than 2 Kg but still giving the same high
visual impact.
Supplied with a robust clip anywhere
Radar antenna for automatic operation
the sign is also fully compatible with
the SpeedTrax Sports Radar, should
the user wish to use it in handheld
mode.
With many of the features of the
Speedtrax Sports Radar the sign can
readout in MPH or KPH. It is also able
to display the first speed detected or
the fastest, useful when using in a
variety of sports.
The speeds are displayed on 270mm
ultra-bright LED numerals. Housed in a
slim impact resistant polycarbonate
housing the numerals are clearly seen
even on the brightest day. Should the
weather take a turn for the worst no
need to worry, the unit is waterproof.
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Supplied with its own carry case
complete with stand and
rechargeable power pack the unit
will give at least 10 hours
continuous operation between
charges.

Can be supplied with the ‘clip
anywhere’ radar head or the
SpeedTrax handheld sports
radar.

Setting up takes only minutes and
once in place will continue to work
completely automatically. Using the
handy ‘clip anywhere’ radar head
allows remote positioning away
from the main display if desired.

The SpeedTrax Radar is
compatible with the
SpeedTrax Sports Sign.

SIGN SPECIFICATIONS
12volt rechargeable power Pack
POWER:
SIGN SIZE :
51 x 31 x 3 CMS
CHARACTER HEIGHT:
27CMS
WEIGHT:
<2KG
DISPLAY SPEED RANGE: 5 to 199 mph/kph
LEDs:
Ultrabright auto-dimming

SUPPLIED WITH:
Rechargeable battery pack.
Charger.
Tripod.
Connecting cable.
Carry case.
Radar antenna.

The sign and all
accessories fit into the
compact bespoke carry
case.
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